
The reliable all-rounder
in the highest performance range

C6B5

up to 8 mm

70,000 sheets/h

20,000 env/h

≥ 1 channel

up to 12 mm MARATHON
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Outstanding flexibility
for solving complex tasks

Maximum production capacity, high availability, an extremely broad spectrum   

of documents and enclosures with minimal effort in set-up and the highest 

 integrity – these are the current demands on high-performance inserting 

systems. Our answer: Marathon.

option:

High-speed infeed channel 
with up to 70,000 sheets/h 

option:

VEKtor reading technology for 

professional processing of common 

codes and images

Highest enclosure flexibility when 

processing the most diverse range 

of enclosures
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drupa configuration

Broadest filling thickness capacity 
in upper performance segment

option: 

Minimization of changeover times and 

increase of productivity by BIPS

option:

Full-color envelope printing via 

Envelope Print On Demand (EPOD)
creates completely new approaches 

and possibilities for marketing 
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Highest performance 
begins at the infeed channel

Thanks to its high feeding performance, the performance class 3 high-speed 

infeed channel enables constant speeds even when processing a high number  

of documents. Due to its intelligent control system, it also ensures secure and 

continuous document tracking while assembling.

using a cycled rotary blade the cutting 

stroke is shortened which significantly 

reduces the duration of  the cutting  

cycle. The speed-ramps for transport, 

decelaration and acceleration ensure 

 optimization of processing steps. The 

servo controller enables the fast, exact 

positioning and alignment of  the paper 

below the cutting blade.

›› Transport by suction belt

››  Flexible merging independent of print 

sequence

›› Vast format range

›› Excellent accessibility

››  Short changeover time by motorized 

adjustment

›› 100,000 sheets at 4"

›› Patented merging
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VEKtor camera reading
for all high-performance systems 

VEKtor reading technology is available for all BÖWE SYSTEC high-performance 

systems and is capable of reading and interpreting all common codes (OMR, 

OCR, barcode, data matrix, etc.) and images such as logos or addresses. 

VEKtor additionally ensures consistent document identification, enhanced quality 

control and therefore the highest possible integrity within the mailing process. 

The VEKtor line-camera scans almost the 

complete document and is capable of 

processing up to five freely definable 

 reading areas on a sheet. Depending 

upon the placement of reading within   

the inserting process the machine is con-

trolled, document data is identified and 

documents are tracked during processing. 

VEKtor is completely integrated into the 

machine control system and therefore  

can be programmed easily and centrally.

››  VEKtor reads common codes, logos  

or addresses with ease

››  Machine control codes can be read 

together with form verification 

››  Additionally quality checks can be 

applied at the end of the inserting   

process
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Highest enclosure flexibility
with maximum processing security

With Marathon BÖWE SYSTEC offers a high-performance inserting system 

capable of processing the most diverse applications and materials – without 

unnecessary system stops or long changeover times. No matter if thick, thin, 

folded, rigid or smooth: Marathon has the right feeder for every enclosure.

The different feeder types make secure 

handling of all common enclosure types 

possible, regardless of type of fold,  

format or thickness. The high capacity   

of all feeders ensures highest operator 

convenience and productivity. The 

 standard feeder is ideal for enclosures 

with varying folds.

Safe processing thanks to three  

different feeder types:

 1    Standard feeder for enclosures 

independent of fold (wrap-fold, z-fold, 

etc.)

 2   Intelligent folding feeder for 

unfolded, personalized enclosures 

 (stacking capability up to 1,000 sheets)

 3   Booklet feeder for enclosures 

with up to 6 mm thickness, e. g. thicker 

booklets or CDs
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Widest filling thickness range
with highest output

Marathon delivers the highest output with up to 20,000 envelopes per hour while 

filling the envelopes to a varying degree.

The Marathon high-performance inserting 

system distinguishes itself by its impressive 

filling technique: up to 12 mm of filling 

thickness are possible. Due to transpor-

tation pockets the material is protected 

from all sides and gently transported. 

 Intelligent internal components and 

 state-of-the-art electronics ensure 

 maximum processing security.

››  Variable filling thickness up to 12 mm  

or 20 sheets/envelope for C5

››  up to 12 mm filling thickness may 

 enable the usage of B5 instead of C4

››  up to 20,000 env/h at filling thickness 

of 6 mm
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EPOD envelope printing
Brilliant printing results 

Printing individualized advertising messages with Envelope Print On Demand 

(EPOD) introduces completely new ways of increasing awareness for marketing. 

By making pre-printed envelopes unnecessary EPOD creates the basis for a 

 significant increase in efficiency with all internal company processes.

EPoD can be easily integrated into  

inserting systems as a module and 

 delivers brilliant color printing results for 

individually designed envelopes. EPoD 

convinces with impressively fast and 

 intelligent  thickness compensation. 

 Extraordinary operator friendliness rounds 

off this system. All components are easily 

 accessible and print heads can be easily  

replaced at moderate prices.

››  Excellent print results with a resolution of 

600 x 300 dpi

››  Printing speeds of up to 22,000 env/h

››  Consistently high print-quality even   

for differently filled envelopes due to 

integrated thickness compensation  

at full speed (max. thickness 

 compen sation 15 mm)

››  Enables individual print contents for 

each envelope

››  Maximum print width of 108 mm (print 

head position vertically adjustable)

››  System-longevity due to its  

self- maintainability

››  Convenient thanks to fast-drying ink 

(Dye ink)
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Set-up

Production 

Standard BIPS
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BIPS
Minimal changeover time, maximum output

BÖWE Intelligent Productivity System (BIPS) helps reduce changeover times 

significantly and as a result greatly increases production capacity. Supported  

by BIPS the whole system can be adjusted and reset quickly for new applications. 

Due to the memory-function job-parameters once stored may be reloaded at any 

time.

The automated job changeover with 

BIPS available for many BÖWE SYSTEC 

Inserting Systems saves valuable time, 

reduces changeover times and thus 

 increases the availability. using the 

straightforward and self-explaining input 

mask of the system control software the 

operator can changeover the whole 

 inserting system within minutes and 

without mechanical inter vention. Changes 

regarding form sizes or fold parameters 

are performed by motorized adjustment of 

system compo nents. This ensures safe 

and  reliable reproducibility of all job 

 settings and  simplifies system operation.
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Technical Data 

Max. performance

C6, B6, B6+, DL, C6/5, C5, B5 up to 20,000 env/h

Documents from the infeed channel

Width net 173 mm - 216 mm (per column - 2-up) Height  4" - 14"

Paper weight 70 - 120 g/m2

Enclosures

Standard feeder

Max. number 9 enclosure feeders Height 80 mm - 162 mm

Width  100 mm - 230 mm Thickness standard/drupa config. up to 3 mm/up to 8 mm

Folding feeder

Max. number 4 enclosure feeders Height 100 mm - 305 mm

Width  130 mm - 216 mm Thickness cut-sheet up to 160 g/m2
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Booklet feeder

Max. number  4 enclosure feeders Height  80 mm - 162 mm

Width 130 mm - 230 mm Thickness 2 - 6 mm

Envelopes: C6 - B5

Width 162 mm - 250 mm Feeder capacities approx. 2,000 envelopes

Height 90 mm - 176 mm Paper weight 80 - 110 g/m2 

Max. inserting package

Height up to 12 mm
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